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A cultural image of race and society created in Children’s Entertainment Media 

Case Study: The Wonderful World of Disney?  
Analysis of the controversy surrounding Walt Disney Picture's "The Princess and 

the Frog" 
 

In recent sociological and physiological studies reported by the American 
Academy of Children & Adolescent Psychiatry (AACAP) have found that children are 
most impressionable between the ages of 5 to 10. This is roughly the age range of 
elementary school children, where kids are getting their first opportunities to explore and 
examine their world through interactions with other children. Outside of the classroom 
children are turning to media for definitions about the world. The AACAP found that the 
average child in this age range watches approximately five-six hours of television or 
films a day. With the young eyes of America glued to the glowing screen, the question 
now arises, who or what company are parents allowing shaping the mind of their 
children? 

 
 

The Walt Disney 
Company is the second largest 
media empire in the United States 
and the largest global 
conglomeration. Walt Disney 
began his animation company 
with his brother Roy Disney in 
1923 when they opened the 
Disney Brother’s Studio. The 
company became a pioneer in 
children’s entertainment when 
Walt Disney went against the 
grain and many critics and created 
the first full length animated film 
with the release of “Snow White 

and the Seven Dwarfs” in 1937.  The success of "Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs" 
marked the studio as the reigning king of children’s entertainment, a title they continue to 
hold today with the company now consisting of 8 motion production studios, 6 record 
labels, 11 major television networks, digital media empire, as well as multiple theatres 
and plays running on Broadway.  It isn't always easy being king, while the Disney brand 
does set the bar in family entertainment there are high expectations and levels of 
excellence that have to be met. While Disney has seen incredible success, but the 
company has not always been met with open arms, no such Disney movie has created 
more controversy then latest film released, "The Princess and the Frog." 
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The national release of “The Princess 

and the Frog” on December 11, 2009 marks 
the first ever African American Disney 
princess.  Disney Studios has even made their 
long awaited return to 2-D hand drawn 
animation for this film, so that the characters 
can be represented in the same fashion as 
their pervious classic tales. The company has 
featured leading ladies and princess of 
minorities in the past in “Mulan,” which 
featured an Asian lead of the same name and 
“Pocahontas,” the Native American princess. 
In the long history of the company there as 
never been a leading lady of African decent. 
While many people cheered at  
the news that almost all minorities would 
now be featured in a ball gown under the 
Disney name, there were still many more 
who drew up their battle gear and were ready 
to ensure that this princess came out to their 
liking. 

  
Various African American rights groups, as well as test audiences postponed the 

movie for 5 years in pre-production because of their objections. The first issue was 
voiced while the film was still being formulated and hung on storyboards. The Princess’ 
originally was written as a character named Maddy, voiced by Anika Noni Rose. The 
name would be short for Madeline, but critics were unhappy and thought the name did 
not reflect enough ethnicity for the character and therefore Disney was trying to play 
down the character’s African roots. In short, the complaints named the company as being 
racist, believing that even though Disney was giving the character black skin, but they 
wanted to twist and shape her to be as close to "white culture" as they could. The 
company was outraged at the accusations and argued that they chose the name based on 

the research they had done into what was 
appropriate for the time period and setting of 
the film. After a long debate over the 
stereotyping of a race through names, the 
company gave in and the Princess’ new name 
is now Tiana.  

 
The next element of the film that came 

under fire was the intended setting of the 
movie being in New Orleans, Louisiana. 
Disney animators chose the site to pay homage 
to the lives lost and the destruction that was 
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endured during Hurricane Katrina in August of 2005. Disney has been globally respected 
for their attention to detail when representing foreign landscapes, and they felt that they 
could use their skills to present the culture and beauty of New Orleans to children of 
America. But critics were not pleased. African American rights groups felt that after 
Katrina the media had done the race a disservice by painting a picture that only African 
Americans stayed during the destruction and that it was only members of their race that 
looted the city and remained to live in the shambles of the state. Feeling as if the media 
was already very heavy handed against them and created a world few of African 
Americans as poor people and beggars; the groups argued that Disney would just be 
adding to this image. 

 
The race activist groups felt that Disney was playing into the stereotype and 

reinforcing to the country’s youth the image of African American race during the 
aftermath of Katrina.  The battle waged on throughout the year of 2007 but in the end the 
Big Mouse won out. The company swore that their intentions for setting the film in New 
Orleans were meant to represent the direct opposite of the group’s claims, as they were 
intending to highlight the rich and deep culture of New Orleans in attempts to restore an 
international respect to the lives and heritage that was lost.  

      
  

The battle did not end there, for the climax of 
the fighting was yet to come. The Disney Company 
released their groundbreaking film at the 2007 Comic 
Con the presented a film entitled, “The Frog Princess.” 
By the time the name of the movie caught the ears of 
those with the National Association of the Advancement 
of Colored People (NAACP) the phone was ringing at 
Disney Studios. The NAACP argued that the term 
“frog” had been used a derogatory slur against African 
American people in the early 1900’s and they wanted 
the title changed immediately. The Disney Company 
fought back and said that they had only chosen the title 
because it was used on the original fairy tale from which 
they are basing the film, a formula that the company has 
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used for all their classic princess tales. “Regardless”, argued the NCAAP, “those titles 
were never direct attacks at the race in which the movie is trying so desperately to 
represent.” This argument didn’t last long, because by the end of the week the Disney 
Company had released a public statement with the film’s name change.  
 

With the release date just around the corner Disney began the heart of it’s 
advertising and marketing plan by releasing the trailer about a year before the movie’s 
release in winter of 2008, and with it the identities and characteristics of the rest of the 
character cast. Within ours of the global release of the trailer Disney received an 
incredible back lash from critics who took up issue that Tiana’s prince was not African 
American, as many expected, but seemed to be Hispanic. Prince Naveen is actually 
absent of culture based in reality as he hails from the made up kingdom of Maldonia. 
Naveen is voiced by Bruno Campos, a Brazilian actor. Naveen’s skin tone is tan but has a 
French tone to his voice as he is supposed to represent the French Quarter of New 
Orleans. Prince Naveen sports the chiseled facial features, perfectly swooped hair, and 
wide set shoulders presented by all the famous Disney heroes and Princes making him a 
perfect fit to his new family.  
 
 Is the fear over images of race in the latest installment of Disney movie 
princess warranted? Is there more concern over the racial personifications in the 
film because it is for children as opposed to an older audience? Are these new issues 
and complaints that were not of concern to previous generations, and if so how does 
that speak to the current American culture as opposed to those in the past?  
  
 
Exercise  
 Questionnaire: In the following questionnaire you will be asked to take a 
moment to think back to your childhood. Do you remember the first Disney movie you 
ever saw? Did you see any Disney movies growing up for that matter?  In the following 
questionnaire you will be asked to pick one of the following four options from choices 
A, B, C, or D. A-C are selections of highly acclaimed Disney movies. Choice D is for 
students who have not viewed any of the preceding movie selections and should only 
be chosen if you have not seen any of the other options in their entirety, meaning 
from beginning to end. Indicate which movie you picked by circling the letter in front of 
the selection or if you are using a separate piece of paper be sure to write it in front of 
your answer. Be sure to answer all the parts to each numbered question.  

  

A.  Disney’s Beauty and the Beast 

1. How old were you when you first saw this 
film? (If you don’t remember make a guess to 
the best of your ability.) 
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2. Describe the sidekick character of Lumiere, the candlestick, to the best 
of your ability. Include what he looked like, his purpose in the film, 
the way he spoke, acted, his personality traits, any and all 
characteristics that you can recall. Did you like his character; did you 
find him to be entertaining? 

 

3.  Now, consider that many critics have said that Lumiere was a 
stereotype for the gay community. The fact that he was designed as a 
candle was criticized as being a direct pun to his flamboyant nature and 
the slang word outwardly gay person being a ‘flamer.” Return to the 
description you wrote above and draw correlations between your image of 
Lumiere and your image and opinions of the gay community? Do any 
align? Thinking back now does this change your opinion of the character? 
 

B. Aladdin 
 
1. How old were you when you first saw this film? (If you don’t remember  

make a guess to the best of your ability.)  
 
2. Describe, as well as compare and contrast the hero character of 

Aladdin as well as the villain, the evil Jafar to the best of your ability. 
Include what he looked like, his purpose in the film, the way he spoke, 
acted, his personality traits, any and all characteristics that you can 
recall. Did you like his character? Did you find him to be entertaining? 

 
3. Take a look at pictures of the characters below. Which do you think 

does and more appropriate job of depicting the ethnic qualities of the 
Arab people? Describe the qualities and explain why you think they 
are more suited to the culture. 
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4.  There has been a lot written about the different physical characteristics 
of these characters. It has been argued that Jafar is designed to look much 
closer to people of Arab ethnicity, which is supposed to add to his evil 
image. While Aladdin, who is also meant to look Arab, is argued to look 
much closer to a Caucasian American and designed that way to draw the 
affections of a white American audience. Do you agree with that 
argument? Why or why not? 

 
 C . Pocahontas 
 

1. How old were you when you first saw  “Pocahontas? (If you don’t 
remember make a guess to the best of your ability.)  

 
2. Describe, the princess Pocahontas to the best of your ability. Include 

what she looked like, her purpose in the film, the way she spoke, 
acted, her personality traits, any and all characteristics that you can 
recall. Did you like his character? Did you find her to be entertaining? 

 
 
3. Before “The Princess and the Frog,” the film “Pocahontas” was known 

as Disney’s most controversial movie. The Disney image of 
Pocahontas varies greatly from the historical images and history of the 
Native American girl. When John Smith meant Pocahontas she was 10 
years old and she was known as a naked child, because she literally 
would run around without clothing. While there was a rumored love 
affair between John Smith and the very small child there was never the 
great love story pictured in the animation. The Disney Company 
decided to tweak the details to make the story more family appropriate. 
Do you think that was an ethical decision for the company to change 
the story without a disclaimer of any kind? Where you even aware that 
they had changed the story or had you taken the tale for historical truth 
and accuracy?  
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D.  "None of the Above": This choice is only for students who have not watched any 
of the above movie options from beginning to end.  
 
 1. Name any of your favorite childhood movies, from when you were about 6-12  
     years old if you can remember. Describe some of your favorite character from  
     one film. Include what the looked like, thei purpose in the film, the way they  
 spoke, acted, their personality traits, any and all characteristics that you can recall. 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 2.  Are you aware of or do you know anything about the Disney movies in the  
      above selections? How do you gain this knowledge and would you say that  
       you gathered this information from reliable sources? Is any of the information  
      you know based on stereotypes or preconceived notions of the films or the     
       company's intentions? 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 3.  What were the reasons that you never viewed these films? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4. If you were to watch the films later tonight do you believe that you would have 
 a difference experience with the movie then you would have if you had watched it 
 as a child? What if you sat down tonight to watch the movie with an 8 year old  
 relative, who also had never seen the movie before, how would your experiences 
 be the same or different? 
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What does Love Got to do with it? 
A Creative Writing Assignment 

    
 

In this assignment you will put your creativity and ethics to work. 
Chose a country from around the world and a time period or decade that 

interests you. For instance you could do chose Italy and focus on the 
Renaissance or you could be more specific and chose the United States 

during the 1990's. Make sure it is a country and era that sparks your interests 
because you will then be studying the culture of that time period in great 

depth. The next step is to do research into the practices, beliefs, and customs 
of the people you have chosen. You will then use the factual information 

you have gathered as a basis for a fictional love story you are going to 
create on your own. You are going to have some tough decisions to make, 
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because the goal of this project is for you to represent the culture you have 
chose as accurately as possible while intertwining it in a fictional story that 

has to be captivating and entertaining.  
 

Often in creative works authors will take creative liberties with certain 
historical details in order to enhance the entertainment value of their work, 
this often called taking creative liberty. An example of this is in “Disney’s 

Pocahontas," when the studio chose to increase the heroine's age because the 
they felt as if the audiences would find her at then be more suitable to 
engage in a romantic tale. You can even chose to change some twist or 

details in this fashion, but keep in mind the goal is to teach and enlighten 
an uninformed reader about your factual time period, so make your 

decisions wisely and be ready to back them up.  
 

Once your stories are written you are going to exchange them with 
your classmates, giving everyone in the class a chance to read your work as 

part of a homework assignment. While reading the story you will also be 
asked to fill in a critique, which is attached at the end of the assignment, 

about your experience with the story and what you learned about the culture. 
The questions will ask you to examine stereotypes in the characters, 

representation of the culture, and your opinion on the changes, if there were 
any, and how they influenced the story. 

 
The next day each student will come to class with their surveys 

complete and the author will sit at a table in front of the class in a media 
conference format, and be given the chance to defend their work. The class 

will ask questions and voice their opinions about the author's choices in 
representation of the culture in the piece. Even if the class does not have 
critiques or reviews, be prepared to answered questions from the teacher 
about your artistic liberties. You should come to class with an outline for 

your media panel consisting of a few paragraphs prepared in defense of the 
creative decisions you made and why you chose to make them, which you 

will eventually hand into the teacher. 
 

 
Your reviewers do not have to agree with you but you have to stand 

behind your decisions. This will be a lesson in culture depiction, images, 
social and cultural standards, as well as the ethics of media.  
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HINT: When you are writing your piece keep your audience in mind.  
 
 

Peer Critique 
 
Name: 
Author’s Name: 
Title of Piece: 
 

1.  What is the culture being represented in the story? 
 

2.  Do you have any background knowledge about this 
culture or people? If so, how did you learn about them 
and what do you know? 

 
3.  Was the culture, historical events, or characters 

manipulated in any way? 
 

4.  Do you think the author made an appropriate decision to 
change or alter the historical facts to suite the fictional 
story? 

 
5.  What new things did you learn about this culture and 

their ways of life? 
 

6.  What did you find most interesting about the customs 
presented in the story? 

 
7.  Was the content of the love story interesting? 

 
8.  Did you find that any of the characters followed any 

certain stereotypes or racial/culture images? If so, did 
they highlight a certain image the author was trying to 
create for the character? 

 
9.  Were you offended by any of the content in the story? 
 
10. Does the story influence you to do more research into 
      the culture and/or people of the story? 
 
11. Was the culture under represented in the story? 
 
12. Any additional comments or critiques you would like to            
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     make about the work? 
 
 

 
 
Questions for Analysis: 
 

1. Do people hold different standards on media based how they ACCESS it? 
Does the Disney Company fall under harsher criticism because of its brand 
name? Are there higher standards to family entertainment because young 
children are accessing it? 

 
2. Is today’s society hyper AWARE and sensitive to images of race and culture? 

Should society be so concerned with the images presented in Disney cartoons 
or should they take their entertainment for what it is, fictional stories based in 
magic? Is there such a thing as being too aware, or is there only virtue in 
consuming all images and examining them for lessons and deeper 
understanding? 

 
3. Why is it important to ASSESS the value of the cultures represented in 

animated features? Is any meaning lost from the Disney movies listed in the 
exercise if they were all set in modern times in the town you live in? Should 
the Disney animated classics be used as tools to teach people about foreign 
countries or past decades? Assess how your culture is defined by the 
consumption of Disney films and products? 

 
4. Do you think that audiences will be able to APPRECIATE the culture of the 

1920's Jazz Era of New Orleans through the glamour of the love story and 
magic? Who set the bar of standards for the Disney Company, the employees 
or the viewers? With all the criticism for "The Princess and the Frog" in mind, 
why did Disney make all those changes? Did they adapt the just to appease the 
critics, to increase the integrity of the film? Would audiences in different 
countries voice the same issues and concerns that the Disney Company faces 
in the United States? 

 
5. Whether or not you agree or disagree with the racial, cultural, and/or social 

images presented in "The Princess and the Frog," what kind of ACTION 
would you take to get your opinions heard? What kind of media would you 
use to support your course? Considering how the culture you live in is shaped 
by Disney films and forms of entertainment, how can you take action to 
support to change this part of your society? 
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Teacher's Guide: 
 
 
Overview:   
 The intentions of this lesson plan is to help students examine and question how 
societies and cultures are presented in entertainment media, and how in return these 
media shape the viewing society. The lesson plan takes a specific look into the children's 
market with a case study used revolving around the Disney Company and their new film, 
"The Princess and the Frog." The case study is an exploration through the ethical process 
that large companies go through when making decisions based upon representing factual 
information on a culture in a creative outlet, and how they have to adhere to the cultural 
expectations of their market viewer. 
 
 Students will then be asked to consider their personal experiences with Disney 
animation and what they have gathered subconsciously or consciously from the films. 
Then they will also be asked to use their own ethics and creative decisions by 
representing a chosen culture through their own fictional romance stories. Finally, 
students will then be asked to reflect on what how they now understand the process of 
cultural representation in Disney animated films, as well as how does American culture 
define what Disney will present in their films.  
 
Context: 
 This case study is based on the principles of media literacy of evaluating media in 
more then just understanding the message but appreciating the context of the medium its 
self and how it plays into larger framework of society. The objective is to get the student 
to push passed the message and experience the media through a hands on activity forcing 
them past the process of analysis and into new levels of understanding by doing. 
 
Learning Goals: 
 

• Students will learn the importance of how cultures, societies, and peoples 
are presented in films.  

• Students will consider how big business branding places into societal 
expectations.  

• Students reflect on their own experiences with Disney animation. They 
will question what cultural images they gathered as children and how it 
affected their experiences of the entertainment.  

• Students will reflect on concepts of stereotypes and characterture and how 
they play into the role of Disney entertainment.  

• Students will be asked to try their own hand at representing a culture 
within a fictional story of romance, of their own creation. They will also 
be asked to analyze the work of other students and their affects of their 
classmates' choices in their presentation of a culture through fiction.  
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Resources: 
 
 "The Princess and the Frog" The Official Walt Disney Company Website for 
 the film  
 http://disney.go.com/disneypictures/princessandthefrog/ 
 
 "Hollywood Animated" A look at how animation has become part of American 
 Social structure 
 http://hollywood-animated 
 

"Race and Ethnicity in Feature Animation" A case study on how different r
 aces have been presented through out animation history. 

http://home.earthlink.net/~gospodean/awwwjeezitsdeansblog/id8.html 
 

 "Critical Multicultural Education and Media" A in depth criticism on the 
 representation of cultures in media  
 http://www.edchange.org/multicultural/papers/media.html 
 
 "Women, Race, and Culture in Disney's Movies" A case study that breaks 
 down six leading Disney movies and the opinions of the author on how race, 
 women, and culture are presented. 
 http://www.newint.org/easier-english/Disney/diswomen.html 
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Devon Lucia is a senior at Hofstra University receiving her Bachelors of Arts in English 
Literature and Creative Writing with a dual minor in Mass Media and Theatre Arts. She 
will be graduating in May 2010 with honors and aspires to continue to her career in 
entertainment media.  
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